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ESG INTEGRATION IN ACTION
INTERNATIONAL EQUITY

ESG Integration in 
Action—Case Study
How engagement helped to underpin our investment thesis.

Investment Case
■■ Bayer had been generating a healthy free cash flow yield and was allocating 
capital efficiently. 

■■ Litigation risk relating to claims its Roundup herbicide causes cancer, prompted 
blanket selling from worried investors. 

■■ Our engagements on ESG topics such as board oversight, product sustainability, 
lobbying practices, and ESG accountability, helped us gain confidence that the 
company was working to resolve these issues (many of which had been inherited 
from the acquisition of Monsanto). In early 2020, Bayer unveiled a new sustainability 
strategy, which included a clear accountability structure for ESG and a commitment 
to redevelop its pesticide products to meet more sustainable standards.
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Science, Consumer Health, and Animal Health.

ESG IN DEPTH
■■ Bayer recently announced a comprehensive set of 

sustainability measures and new commitments from 
2020 onward, including expanding global access to 
consumer health and pharmaceutical products, and 
achieving carbon neutrality in its operations by 2030. 

■■ Bayer’s CEO was appointed Chief Sustainability Officer, 
assuming responsibility for sustainability issues in a 
move that strengthens ESG accountability. The company 

has also announced plans to hire an independent 
sustainability council to support target setting and ensure 
it stays ahead of sustainability trends.

■■ Bayer announced improved guidelines and oversight 
of practices it had used to influence public opinion and 
regulators on its products. The move involved terminating 
many of the public relations and lobbying activities that 
had been conducted by Monsanto. 
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Important Information
This material is being furnished for general informational and/or marketing purposes only. The material does not constitute or undertake to give advice of any nature, 
including fiduciary investment advice, nor is it intended to serve as the primary basis for an investment decision. Prospective investors are recommended to seek independent 
legal, financial and tax advice before making any investment decision. T. Rowe Price group of companies including T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. and/or its affiliates receive 
revenue from T. Rowe Price investment products and services. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of an investment and any income 
from it can go down as well as up. Investors may get back less than the amount invested.

The material does not constitute a distribution, an offer, an invitation, a personal or general recommendation or solicitation to sell or buy any securities in any jurisdiction or to 
conduct any particular investment activity. The material has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in any jurisdiction.

Information and opinions presented have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable and current; however, we cannot guarantee the sources’ accuracy 
or completeness. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. The views contained herein are as of the date written and are subject to change without 
notice; these views may differ from those of other T. Rowe Price group companies and/or associates. Under no circumstances should the material, in whole or in part, be 
copied or redistributed without consent from T. Rowe Price.

The material is not intended for use by persons in jurisdictions which prohibit or restrict the distribution of the material and in certain countries the material is provided upon 
specific request. It is not intended for distribution to retail investors in any jurisdiction.
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shares will be made in the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”) (which, for such purpose, does not include the Hong Kong or Macau Special Administrative Regions or Taiwan) or 
by any means that would be deemed public under the laws of the PRC. The information relating to the strategy contained in this material has not been submitted to or approved 
by the China Securities Regulatory Commission or any other relevant governmental authority in the PRC. The strategy and/or any product associated with the strategy may only 
be offered or sold to investors in the PRC that are expressly authorized under the laws and regulations of the PRC to buy and sell securities denominated in a currency other 
than the Renminbi (or RMB), which is the official currency of the PRC. Potential investors who are resident in the PRC are responsible for obtaining the required approvals from 
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T. Rowe Price focuses on delivering investment management 
excellence that investors can rely on—now and over the long term. 


